
Price Action Analyzer 
Symbol Name Type Description 

 
Up Triangle (Cyan) 

“Spring” 

Entry 

This is a price action bar. Most effective in an established trend or during accumulation. As price action 

breaks further into the direction of the trend, price reverses and closes at the other side of the bar. For 

example, price makes new lows in a downtrend, then closes at the top half of the bar (“Spring”) indicating 

that buyers may be taking control. Opposite situation for “Up Thrust”. These signals are filtered for trend 

and size of bar. 

 
Down Triangle (Cyan) 

“Up Thrust” 

 
Up Triangle (Light Cyan) “Spring (unfiltered)” 

Entry Same as “Spring / Up Thrust”, except the size of the bar doesn't matter and trend bias is not filtered. 
 

Down Triangle (Light Cyan) 
“Up Thrust (unfiltered)” 

 
Up Triangle (Blue) “Spring (w/Volume)” 

Entry 
Same as “Spring / Up Thrust”, with added above average volume, showing interest in new price direction. 

Confirm signal with break of the high (“Spring”) or low (“Up Thrust”).  
Down Triangle (Blue) 

“Up Thrust (w/Volume)” 

 
Up Triangle (Yellow) “No Supply” 

Entry 

Falling/Rising on low volume. Note that these low volume moves are very common! Look for a pullback 

within an established trend, then look for "No Supply" to keep going higher (in an uptrend) or “No 

Demand” to keep going lower (in a downtrend).  Filtered for trend bias and potential accumulation.  
Down Triangle (Yellow) 

“No Demand” 

 
Up Triangle (Orange) “No Supply (unfiltered)” 

Entry 
Falling/Rising with less volume. Similar to “No Supply / No Demand”, with no filters. Only use in confirmed 

trends without any signs of accumulation. Only use with full understanding of price action concepts!  
Down Triangle (Orange) 

“No Demand (unfiltered)” 

 
Diamond (Lime) 

“Effort To Rise” 
Support and 

Resistance 

Falling/Rising on above average volume while breaking the current trend. Price action suggests the 

establishing of a position by traders to potentially start a new trend campaign. This bar portends a higher 

probability that a swing low or high has been made.  
Diamond (Red) 

“Effort To Fall” 

 
Square (Red) 

“Stopping Volume 1” 

(uptrend / downtrend) 

Trend 

Reversal 

Very high buying volume reversal bar after a long up/down trend. Potentially indicates the end of the 

trend. 

 
Square (Maroon) 

“Stopping Volume 2” 

(uptrend / downtrend) 

Trend 

Reversal 
High buying volume reversal bar after a long downtrend. Potentially indicates the end of the downtrend. 

 
Square (Pink) 

“False Breakout” 

(uptrend / downtrend) 

Trend 

Reversal 

After price breaks further into the direction of the trend, the next bar reverses on higher volume. May 

indicate that price was rejected and a change of trend could be coming. 

Blue Bars (default) “Hidden Gap Bars” 
Sup/Demand 

Change 

Where the bar before it and the bar after it do not intersect each other. Thus, the creating a "gap". Often 

you'll see these "gaps" filled, or if the bar is large, sometimes only to the middle of the bar. 

Hollow up/down arrows “Inside” and “Outside” Bars Seeking Value 
Inside: Lower high and higher low than previous bar. Outside: Higher high and lower low than previous bar. 

Looking to find value. Focus on sticking with larger trend. 

 


